Effects of good form and spatial frequency on global precedence.
Does the global precedence effect depend on the goodness of the global form and low spatial frequencies? In Experiments 1 and 2, under a variety of attentional and task conditions, a global advantage in response time (RT) occurred in "good," many-element compound patterns but not in "poor," few-element patterns (unless the local elements were too small to be easily recognized). Symmetric interference effects were found in all patterns, however, suggesting that global and local information were encoded in parallel and that the global advantage in RT involved some postperceptual processes. Experiments 3A and 3B showed that the global advantage in RT and perceived pattern goodness depend on low spatial frequencies: Lowpass-filtered patterns rated as "good" showed the usual global advantage in RT, but highpass-filtered, many-element forms rated as "poor" did not. These findings suggest that a global advantage in RT requires an unambiguous global form conveyed by low spatial frequencies.